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I-I
From the Editor

Writing about Chinese music in English has many harzards. Leaving aside
the major concern that one is writing for readers who are largely unfamiliar
with basic infonnation on Chinese history. society. and culture in general.
one faces less serious but equally vexing matters in the fonn and style of
presentation. ranging from finding the right translation for a technical term
(or leaving it untranslated) to romanization system. One such matter arose
in the preparation for the Inner and East Asia volume of the Garland
Encyclopedia of World Music: how does one present the names of authors
in romanized form? Many scholars of Chinese ethnicity have adopted
Western names or Western convention. and use the firstname~lastname

order professionally (e.g., Rulan Chao Pian). Scholars from China.
needlessly to say. use the surname·givenname order. following the long
standing Chinese tradition (e.g.• Qiao Jianzhong). Many overseas scholars.
when he or she publishes in a Chinese journal, do the same (e.g., Pian
Chao Rulan r is tllJ M ). Problems arise when a publication. such as the
Garland volume. includes name-orders of both kinds: not only does the
mixing of two systems create aesthetic problems. it in fact can be confusing
and misleading. The confusion increases for a Chinese name with only one
character for givenname (consider Wei Li). One argument is that. since the
publication is in English and it is being published in an English-speaking
country. it should follow the local custom (rux;ang su;su); yet everyone will
agree that Zedong Mao sounds as ridiculous as Kennedy John. Another
solution is to retain the two sets of name~orders but capitalize the
sumamellastname. Yet another is to retain the two sets of name orders.
period. Any thought on this matter?

After serving ably as secretary/treasurer of ACMR and editorial assistant for
the Newsletter for two years. Ying-fai Tsui is leaving the University of
Pittsburgh to conduct fieldwork in Hong Kong and China beginning
October 1993. His duties are being taken over by Wu Ben. who begins
graduate study in ethnomusicology at the University of Pittsburgh in
September 1993. I like to express my appreciation to Ying-fai for his
assistance through the years, and look forward to working with Wu Ben.
Helen Rees. a doctoral candidate in ethnomusicology at the University of
Pittsburgh. will continue to serve as an editorial assistant.

++++++++++++++++++++++
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ACMR News and Announcements

The fourteenth semi-annual meeting of ACMR was held in conjunction with the annual
conference of the Association for Asian Studies on Saturday. March 27. 1993.6:30 to 8:30
pm. in San Gabriel A. Westin Bonaventure Hotel. Los Angeles. Two reports were given:

Frederick Lau (Cal Poly. San Luis Obispo). "Minjian music activities in Chaozhou: a
fieldwork report" and

Bell Yung (University of Pittsburgh). "Progress report on the Garland Encyclopedia of
World Music. Inner and East Asia volume."

Both reports can be found in this Newsletter. A business meeting was held immediately
afterwards. Present at the meeting were Joseph Lam. Frederick Lau. Ting-kuan Lau.
Rulan Chao Pian. Barbara Smith. Amy Stillman. Ming-mei Yip. and Bell Yung.

A summary of time. place and attendance at ACMR's past meetings:

(willt SEM) (willt AAS)
1st meeting October 19, 1986, Rochester 12
2nd meeting April 12, 1987, Cambridge 18
3rd meeting November 5. 1987. Ann Arbor 35
4th meeting March 27. 1988. San Francisco 14
5l1t meeting Oclober 20, 1988, Tempe 20
6l1t meeting March 17, 1989, Washington D.C. 16
7th meeting November 10, 1989, Cambridge 35
8th meeting April 6, 1990, Chicago 21
9th meeting November 8. 1990, Oakland 32
10th meeting April 12, 1991, New Orleans 12
I 1lit meeting October 10, 1991, Chicago 36
12th meeting April 4. 1992. Washington D.C. 20
13l1t meeting October 22, 1992, Seaule 26
14th meeting March 27, 1993, Los Angeles 8

Dates and cities of future meetings. based upon infonnation from AAS and SEM. are as
follows:
15l1t meeting October 28. 1993, Oxford. Mississippi (with SEM)
16th meeting March 26, 1994, Boston (with AAS)
17th meeting October 20,1994, Milwaukee (with SEM)
18th meeting April 8. 1995. Washington D.C. (with AAS)
19th meeting (date to be determined), Philadelphia (with SEM)
20th meeting April 13, 1996 Honolulu (willt AAS)
21st meeting (date to be determined), Toronto (with SEM)

(The announced date of October 21 for the 15th meeting in the last Newsletter is an error.)

Fifteenth meeting of ACMR and Call for Papers

The fifteenth semi-annual meeting of ACMR will be held in Oxford. Mississippi on
Thursday, October 28, 1993, from 5:30 to 7:30 pm on the campus of the University
of Mississippi. Information on program. building and room will be sent to members
later. Proposals for presentation should be sent by September 30. 1993 to Bell
Yung. Music Department. University of Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. PA 15260;
Fax#412-624-4180; e-mail: byun@pittvms. As usual. ACMR encourages graduate
students to participate and solicits reports on research in progress. fieldwork
exoeriences. and in-deoth discussion of narrowly focused subjects.
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The Society (or Ethnomusicology will hold its 38th annual meeting October 28-31.
1993 at the University of Mississippi in Oxford, Mississippi. Papers relevant to Chinese
music include:

Nancy Guy (University of Pittsburgh), "What's in a Name? Peking Opera as 'National
Opera' in Taiwan"

Joanna Lee (Columbia University). "American Christian Hymnody in China: The Legacy
of She.zhao Shige (1923) in Southern Gansu·

Helen Rees (University of Pittsburgh), "To Be or Not to Be. an Ethnic Image? An
Identity Problem in Southwestern China"

Sue Tuohy (Indiana University), "Musical Context: Cultural Polyphony in Contemporary
China"

J. Lawrence Witzleben (The Chinese University of Hong Kong). "Ethnicity. Aesthetics.
and Identity in Amateur Music Organizations in Hong Kong"

Su de san Zheng (Wesleyan University). "Multilocality and Imagination in Chinese
Diaspora Music Experience"

For infonnation, contact SEM 93 Local Arrangements Committee. Deparunent of Music.
Meek Hall. University of Mississippi. Oxford. MS 38677

The 1993 Art Festival (or Chaozhou Zheng and Ensemble Music -1l.1L =':If.*Iill is'.it! • Ii iii fIlj will be held in Chenghai County (Guangdong Province) -- the
homeland ofChaozhou music -- from September 30 to October 5.1993. Participants will
include perfonners and scholars of Chaozhou music from the mainland as well as overseas.
There will be concerts and academic discussions about Chaozhou zheng and ensemble
music. This will be the first an festival in the mainland devoted solely to Chaozhou music.

An International Conference in Memory of Zhu Zaiyu tG ~ :lie tt Ii Iill pg ¥ iii
iJf M" will be held in the city of Zhengzhou (Henan Province) from September 18 to 23.
1993. The conference will focus on Zhu Zaiyu's contributions to: I} the theory and
methodology of temperament; 2} musical acoustics; 3} dance and dance notation; and 4} the
history of science and technology.

A Conference on the Artistic Achievement or Hua Yanjun iii It~U#i Jl£ tt ..
#i iff M ... will be held in the city of Wuxi (Jiangsu Province) in November. 1993. The
conference is in memory of the centennial of Hua's birthday. During the conference. there
will also be concerts of his musical compositions and ceremonies for installing a statue of
Hua Yanjun. The awards for the Jiangsu Children's Erhu Competition will also be
bestowed during the conference.

[lnfonnatioo provided by Chen Yingsbi and ACMR staff]

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Reports on Recent Conferences

The 32nd World Conference of the International Council for Traditional
Music was held in Berlin. June 16 to 22, 1993. The themes of the conference were 1)
ethnomusicology and society today: power structures, environments. technologies; 2)
ethnomusicology at home; and 3) music and dance in a changing Europe. Over 300
scholars attended the conference, which was held in the Ethnographical Museum (Museum
fur Volkerkunde); many paper sessions were held in the Oceania collection. Papers
concerning Chinese music were: Antoinet Schimmelpenninck and Frank Kouwenhoven.
'''Formulism' and Scales in Chinese Folk Songs;" David Hughes. "Aboriginal Taiwan: A
Laboratory for the Study of Vocal Polyphony;" Yang Mu. "Introduction to Chinese
Musical Instruments: A Video Film Designed for Teaching Western Students" and
"Research into the hua'er Songs of North-Western China;" J. Lawrence Witzleben,
"Ethnomusicology in Hong Kong or A Hong Kong Ethnomusicology? The Challenges of
an 'Ethnomusicology at Home';" Helen Rees. "The Individual Factor: The Perceived
Importance of the Individual in the Maintenance and Development of a Chinese Ensemble
Tradition" (delivered by Steve Knopoff); and Tian Lian-Tao. "An Investigation of the Folk
Music of Tibetans in China." Three concens of Indonesian music (including performances
from Kalimantan and Sulawesi) were presented, and a tour of the Berliner Phonogramm
Archiv (housed in the museum) was arranged for interested participants. Among the many
recordings of Chinese music in the archive are a series of well-preserved recordings from
China in the 1950s-6Os released on the Queen (Nu Wang) label in Taiwan. The Program
Committee was chaired by Krister Malm and the Local Arrangements Committee by Max
Peter Baumann. Some of the papers from the conference will be included in the 1994
Yearbook for Traditional Music. All the organizers should be congratulated for putting
together a memorable evenL

Ershi shiji guoyue sixiaug yautaohui ~+1!!:!iG Illlll! l!l :l1lli/f~ 1!f (A Seminar on
the Development of Chinese Music in China [editor's note: English translation of
conference title by conference organizers]) was held at the University of Hong Kong from
February 16 to 19. 1993. Over thirty-five papers were presented by scbolars from China.
Taiwan. and Hong Kong. Shen Qia's keynote speech "Where Are We Now?" (Women
zai Nali?) set the tone of the conference, and lively discussions followed many of the
presentations. One recurring theme was the problems created by using Western models for
the development of Chinese music and musicology in the twentieth century. Both the
papers and the discussions will be published in the near future. The conference was
sponsored by the Centre of Asian Studies at the Univesity of Hong Kong. and was
organized by Liu Ching-chi and Wu Ganbo.

A Series of Activities Devoted to Mukam (a music-dance form) of the
Uygur People in China'" Illll.t g III '* -t IliI jf, ~J ii!i l!J were held in Beijing from
November 16 to 19. 1992. The activities. organized in Beijing by the Social Science
lnstitute of China and the Chinese Musicians' Association. included a conference.
exhibitions and concerts. Attendants included scholars and musicians from the mainland,
Taiwan, Korea. Uzbekstan and Kazakhstan. The conference was concerned with issues
such as the origin. historical periods and titles of various forms of Mukam.

A Conference in Memory of the Centennial of Zhao Yuanyin's Birth m7G if
ll! IOi - B JllJ IF ~ ;t; it was held in Beijing on November 11. 1992. More than 400
scholars and musicians attended the conference. The discussions were concerned with
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. Zhao's life. nationalism in his musical compositions and his endeavor to realize a Chinese
national musical style. A concert of his compositions was held after the conference.

A Conference in Memory of the Centennial of Wang Guangqi's birthday.L
]It Ifi 1l!: Ilii - s JIil "" tG ~ ff was in Chengdu on Seplember 11 and 12. 1992. by the
Chinese Musicians' Assocation and Sichuan Province Musicians' Association. More than
100 scholars from allover China attended the conference. The papers presented by the
participating historians have widened the perspectives of Wang Guangqi research; for
example, there were papers concerned with the relationship between Wang Guangqi and
his contemporaries, and the role of Wang Guangqi in Chinese history. Other papers
included topics concerning his contributions to music, temperament and dance.

The Seventh Conference of the Society for Chinese Traditional Music {W!ti:
if lI! ~ 11 jg t :j( "" 11 was held in Beijing from July 21 to 25. 1992. The conference
focused on the achievements and experiences of research into traditional Chinese music.
Papers submitted were concerned with various topics such as methodology, musical
phenomenology and typology, religious music. the musics of the minorities. regional
musics, cross-cultural comparative study and music education.

A Symposium in Memory of Jiang Wenye iIXtt!a~iJFM1fwasheld in Taipei
on June 12 and 13. 1992. There were eight papers presented in the conference: "Jiang
Wenye and composers in mainland China" by Su Xia; "An investigation of the style of
Jiang Wenye's piano music" by Guo Zongkai; "Memories of Jiang Wenye" by Guo
Zhiyuan; "The piano works of Jiang Wenye" by Liang Maochun; "My fonner husband
Jiang Wenye" by Wu Yunzhen; "The chronology and works of Jiang Wenye" by WU
Lingyi; "A summary of a conference on Jiang Wenye held at the University of Hong Kong
in 1990" by Liu Jingzhi; and "Memories of Jiang Wenye by a few old Japanese" by Cao
Yongkun. During the conference, the manuscripts of Jiang Wenye's compositions were
published. "A week in remembrance of Jiang Wenye" and six concerts were also held
during the conference.

The Second Ma Sicong Symposium jg ::::: Jij,j .~ lllll! liJf t:t ff was held in Haifeng
County (Guangdong Province) on July 11, 1992, by Chinese Musicians' Association and
the Ma Sicong Workshop. Thirty-six scholars attended the symposium. Topics discussed
in the symposium included: 1) the role of Ma Sicong in contemporary music history; 2) his
compositions; 3) the characteristics of his violin perfonnance and pedagogy; 4) his
chronology and musical contributions; 5) analyses of his works composed in the US.

The Second Symposium on Liu Tianhua jg::::: Jij,j i'lJ< tjI ¥ iii liJf t:t ff was held in
Beijing from June 2 to 4, 1992. The conference was jointly organized by the Chinese
Musicians' Association. the Central Conservatory of Music and the Cultural Department of
Jiangyin City. Liu Yuhuo (Liu Tianhua's daughter) also attended the conference and talked
about her father's life. Other papers presented included "The inOuence of Liu Tianhua's
family background on his artistic trend" by Liu Yuhui. "Liu Tianhua's artistic trend" by
Feng Guangyu, and "The consciousness of epoch in Liu Tianhua's compositions" by Yuan
Jingfang.

[Information provided by Sun Xingqun and 1. Lawrence WilZleben]

**********************
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Music in Chinese Ritual: Expressions of Authority and Power
A Conference Report

Sue Tuohy
Indiana University

"Music in Chinese Ritual: Expressions of Authority and Power." a conference of
interest to students of Chinese music and society, was hosted by the University of
Pittsburgh from May 5 to 9 of this year. The conference, funded by the National
Endowment for the Humanities, was planned by Bell Yung (Music, University of
Pittsburgh), Evelyn S. Rawski (History, University of Pittsburgh), and Rubie S. Watson
(Anthropology, Harvard University); and they have provided us a model from which future
meetings can benefil

Although it is difficult to single out the one factor which made it such a success, the
interdisciplinary nature of the conference was among the most unique and valuable aspects.
Also worth mentioning is the fonnat chosen. one used occasionally in other disciplines but
seldom in Music. The conference papers were distributed one month beforehand to all
participants, including observers; a respondent was assigned to each paper. At the
conference, the paper-presenter was given five to ten minutes to summarize his/her paper,
to give additional material, or to show audio-visual material. This was followed by ten to
fifteen minutes of discussion by the respondent. There would then follow at least forty
five minutes of open discussion among the participants.

Participants included specialists in Chinese history (nearly every period), music,
ritual, literature, and art as well as ethnomusicologists and anthropologists specializing in
other world areas. This interdisciplinary and cross-cultural dialogue enabled participants to
address the relationship between music and ritual in China more fully than has ever been
done previously. When the discussion began to move exclusively to the realm of ritual or
culture. one of the other members would quickly ask the question, "But what about the
music?" And when we began to get bogged down in the intricacies of sinological issues,
someone would bring in theoretical concerns arising in the study of another culture. Rather
than splitting us apart, the diversity of fields actually served to keep us focused on the
central issue, music in Chinese ritual, and to steer US toward more clarity in our discourse.

The conference began with a keynote lecture by David McAIlester. in which he
examined structural features of music and ritual among the Navaho in terms of authority.
The regular sessions allowed ample time for each paper-writer to give a summary of hisfher
paper (written versions were distributed to participants prior to the conference), prepared
comments by a main discussant, and a free, but well-regulated, discussion by the entire
audience. Bell Yung's "Music in Chinese Ritual and Theater: Towards a Comparative
Research Methodology," the first framing paper for the conference, advocated the value of
transferring methods in the study of theatrical music to ritual music. (He also presented the
audience with the problem of "what is music" in the Chinese case. a question which came
up often throughout the following days.) In "Ritual Opera and the Bonds of Authority,"
Ellen Judd (Anthropology, Manitoba) examined the theme of transformation and
transcendence in "The Story of Mulian" (Mulian zhuan), central to popular ritual opera in
south China. Joseph Lam (Music, California -- Santa Barbara) turned back to the Ming
dynasty in "State Ritual, Music, and Power in the Mid-sixteenth Century Chinese Court of
Emperor Shizong" to vividly demonstrate that political and personal power were at the heart
of a controversy over Slale ritual and music.

The conference looked broadly at the notion of Chinese music and identity. Evelyn
Rawski, who also discussed power struggles and Slate ritual in "Imperial Music and
Rulership in Qing Accession Rites during the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries,"
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focused on the symbolic construction (and deconstruction) of Manchu identity. Robert
Provine (Music, Durham) examined the relationship between ritual music perfonnance.
symbols, and power in "Chinese Sacrificial Rites and Music in Korea: Symbols of
Subordination," a discussion of Korean selections. interpretations and perfonnances of
Chinese ritual music. From Korea, we moved to Yunnan province with "Music in
Dongjing Ritual as an Expression of Power," a paper on Taoist music associations and
social hierarchy by Helen Rees (Music, Pittsburgh).

Life-cyde rituals were discussed in a series of papers: Ruby Watson's "Lamenting
the Future, Lamenting the Past: Bridal and Funeral Songs in Chinese Ritual," a paper
which looked at women's expressive culture and the role which music plays in cultural
definition; "Processional Music in Traditional Taiwanese Funerals" by Ping·hui Li (Music,
Puerto Rico) which demonstrated how the music both reinforced the authority of and
indexed socio-cultural values; and a discussion of ritual codification and authority through
semantic and perfonnative features of a Taoist ritual text by Judith Boltz (Religious
Studies. Seattle) in "Releasing the Unknown Dead: A Taoist Ritual of Salvation and Its
Antecedents."

Other main discussants for the papers included: Victor Mair (Literature,
Pennsylvania). Rulan Chao Pian (Music. Harvard). and Anthony Seeger
(Ethnomusicology, Smithsonian). Robert McDennott (History. Cambridge) gave a report
on a related conference held this April in England. As participants pointed out, however,
"Court Ritual in East Asia" did not include the topic of music. Indeed. one of the aims of
the Pittsburgh conference was to look at the issue of "mainstreaming" the study of music, a
topic often neglected, into Sinological studies. Among the questions we discussed within
the topic of music and ritual were: how to bring together sound, perfonnance. and text in
our publications as well as the perennial problem in ethnomusicology, how to address the
relationship between musical sounds and society? What gives ritual its power and
authority, and what role does music play in creating and communicating meaning?

Invited observers (perhaps more accurately called "participant observers" after the
lengthy discussion sessions which were held) included Katherine Carlitz (Literature,
Pittsburgh), Scott Cook (Literature, Michigan), Brian Dott (History. Pittsburgh). Kim Falk
(Anthropology, Pittsburgh), Shek-kam Lee (Music, Pittsburgh), Kathryn Linduff (Art
History, Pittsburgh), Nadine Saada (Music, Pittsburgh), Margaret Sarkissian (Music,
Illinois), Andrew Slrathem (Anthropology, Pittsburgh), Ying-fai Tsui (Music, Pittsburgh),
Sue Tuohy (Ethnomusicology, Indiana), and Wei-hua Zhang (Ethnomusicology, UCLA).

With video showings, luncheons. dinners. and a dinner cruise on Pittsburgh's
famous Gateway Clipper, the conference participants met from 9:00 am until late in the
evening each day. And the hospitality. thanks to the coordination by Elizabeth Green of
Pittsburgh's Asian Studies Program, was grand; throughout the four-day conference. we
were treated as honored guests and old friends. Those who were not able to attend the
conference will be able to benefit from the dissemination of its results. At least one
publication, an edited conference volume, is forthcoming within the next two years;
participants are working on their revisions now. We can expect other articles arising from
the stimulating conference and, one of the goals set out by the conference organizers,
collaborative and interdisciplinary research on Chinese music and ritual.
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Packaging Chinese Music for UCSB Undergraduates: -A Syllabus

Joseph Lam
University of California, Santa Barbara
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Most of the undergraduates at the University of California at Santa Barbara I have
taught or have acquaintance with are only interested in the American popular music they
grew up with. Such a state of affair seems to be typical among American college students,
and is highlighted by Alan Bloom's deploration that rock music has "ruined the imagination
of young people and makes it very difficult for them to have a passionate relationship to the
art and thought that are the substance of liberal education." I Bloom's deploration may be
more rhetorical than factual, but he makes a significant point. Educators must employ
fascinating materials and ideas to excite students. and to develop their passionate pursuit of
art and thought. Applying Bloom's ideas to my own teaching of Chinese music, the
challenge is presenting the music so that it is artistically and intellectually exciting to
students who tend to think only in tenns of American popular music.

As an ethnomusicologist and music educator. I believe in the studying of music as a
means to develop undergraduates' anistic and intellectual potential. and I am emphatic that
they should also learn musics other than the popular ones that they have already mastered. I
have nothing against popular music. some of which I enjoy very much. but I am puzzled
by UCSB students' seemingly exclusive devotion to popular music, and their hesitation to
learn anything different. I do not find consolation in that the same students are also
indifferent to the music of Bach and Beethoven who epitomize their AnglO-American
heritage. Similarly, I cannot accept the explanation that Chinese music is minority music
which is exotic but not intriguing enough to attract students to the classroom. The minority
status. however. underscores the fact that Chinese music is not something that is easily
accessible and intelligible to the average UCSB undergraduate.

Rather than accepting that the musical minds of UCSB undergraduates are closed. I
presume that their hesitation to learn different musics is. partially at least. caused by
anxieties in their efforts to explore and confront the unknown. I also find that few
undergraduates. UCSB or not. will become automatically and genuinely interested in a
subject matter because their professors say it is good for them. Such interests need to be
nurtured. Many times UCSB undergraduates have expressed to me their curiosity about
Chinese and other non-popular musics. Their curiosity is. however. subsequently curbed
by impossible class schedules, inOexible requirements, and other youthful demands. Their
curiosity also withers when they cannot draw any relevant and intelligible meaning from the
"unknown" music.

Thus. when some UCSB students intentionally or accidentally enroll in my class on
Chinese music. which is only an elective course, they have already demonstrated the

1 Alan Bloom, The Closing o/the American Mind (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1987),79.
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initiative to learn something other than American popular music. I can only respond by
trying to ensure that they make full use of the class to learn Chinese music, and to help
them broaden their an.istic and intellectual horizons. It is easy to convince them. in abstract
and generalized terms and with overwhelming statistics. that they have made the right
choice--Chinese music is indeed good for their cultural. intellectual, and musical
development. Chinese music represents one of the major civilizations of the world. and its
complex tradition and diverse expressions constitute a fertile ground to investigate all kinds
of issues pertinent to liberal education, and to develop broad and sophisticated humanist
and musical perspectives.2 Indeed, the history of Chinese music. its cultural and musical
issues. and masterpieces constitute a body of knowledge that American undergraduates can
use to compare and supplement their own Western musical values, processes, and
products. Studying Chinese music is an effective way to develop cross-cultural
perspectives to appreciate music as ethnic, cultural. intellectual, aesthetic. and individual
expressions. Such cross-cultural perspectives are relevant to anyone who travels among
different cultural and geographical regions of the global and electronic village.

The challenge in teaching Chinese music to UCSB undergraduates lies not in the
music per se. but in the ways to present its relevance in concrete terms that are intelligible to
the students. and in solving many practical difficulties: the limited amount of time. the
diversity in the students' motives to learn Chinese music. their reliance on American
popular music as referential points, and the scarcity of teaching materials which can be used
by students who do not read Chinese.

UCSB undergraduates who intentionally or accidentally come to my Chinese music
class fall into distinct groups. The first group takes the class to fulfil graduation
requirements--an elective course about a non-Western civilization or art. The second group.
who are ethnically Asian-Americans. wish to learn something about the culture(s) of their
parents and/or grandparents. The third group are future scholars of Chinese and/or other
oriental cultures; they want to learn something about oriental musics. The fourth group are
the "explorers" who have been accidentally exposed to Chinese or oriental musics. and
decided to learn more about them. The fifth group comes to class because they have heard
that the class can be interesting. The musical background and abilities of these five groups
of students are uneven: while some have studied and practiced music for years. others have
difficulties recognizing melodies of distinctive contour and rhythm. However. all UCSB
students who come to my Chinese music class have some knowledge about American
popular music. They also share remarkable tendencies. The musical ones tend to focus on
musical details. ignoring cultural and intellectual dimensions of the music. Those who
study Chinese culture through words tend to discuss its music in intellectual and social
terms.

In order to teach and to communicate with the above groups of students. I have
structured my course as a sequence of ten weekly units leaving some additional time for
review sessions and examinations. Each unit is given a catchy title to attract students'
interest, and is devoted to a specific set of universal issues about music and culture. This
design results from rejection of several other possible approaches. I have given up the
chronological approach which does not make sense to the average American undergraduate
who knows little Chinese history, and who finds a music history without sounds
unintelligible. Chinese music has a long history. but much of it cannot be illustrated with
music that can be performed and experienced like Gregorian chant or gospel music. I
would love to present basic features of Chinese music in clear and simple surveys. but I
wonder if such surveys are more a convenient misrepresentation than a revealing summary.
Furthermore. students have told me that they find such surveys superficial and
unsatisfactory. The surveyed subjects either fail to make distinctive impressions. or

2 This is the philosophy of Professor Rulan Chao Pian. with which I have designed my Chinese music
class.
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demand more extensive discussion. I have rejected the analytical and in-depth approach to a
specific genre or repertory. Appreciation of the structual complexity' 'and meanings
embodied in these genres. such as qin music, depends on knowing other genres which are,
by comparison, different, and usually less complex. Furthennore. such a focus on specific
genres compartmentalizes and thus misrepresents Chinese music to UCSB students who
can only take the Chinese music course once for credit, and would not have time to learn of
the dynamic relationships among different genres of Chinese music.

My decision to design a Chinese music course according to a set of universal
musical and cultural issues is thus a compromise among many needs: a view of Chinese
music that is representative or at least attempts to be representative; a music course that
serves the mission of a liberal education and develops a passionate pursuit of arts and
thoughts; a body of music and ideas that would be intelligible and relevant to students of
diverse intentions and musical abilities; an academic and exploratory exercise that can be
supported by the limited amount of Chinese music materials accessible to the students.
(Students are required to do a term research project related to the issues and music
discussed in the course.)

The selection of a set of issues that are significant and would appeal to UCSB
undergraduates is challenging. I found many fascinating issues. but I know I can discuss
only one set in each weekly units. Otherwise. discussions would not have sharp focus. My
selection of the ten sets of issues is, at best, arbitrary and tentative. I can only look forward
to changing the issues each time I teach the class, and to identifying the ideal combination
upon repeated trials.

In each of the ten units, I present two 75·minute lectures.3 Each lecture begins
with a brief introduction to the issues targeted for the session. Next the lecture presents
case examples. employing audio and video materials. summaries and definitions of
essential data printed in class handouts, musical scores, and graphic illustrations. I then
gradually draw students into discussion. By the end of the lecture, students have made
comments on the musical and cultural aspects of the case examples. and on their relevance
to the targeted issues.

Since a full description of the issues and contents of the lectures is beyond the
scope of this report, I will only list the issues of the ten units, and briefly summarize their
contents. Further details of the course can be found from the appended materials--basic lists
of study materials, a sample of my handouts, and a set of examination questions.

The first unit is titled "what makes Chinese music Chinese?", addresssing the
issues in defining a musical culture, and introducing some historical. cultural and stylistic
trends of Chinese music. The first lecture introduces an audio sampling of various kinds of
Chinese music, ranging from that of Chinese minorities to avant·garde compositions.
Issues and practical needs of generalizing a musical culture are then discussed through
references to various kinds of American popular music. The second lecture introduces basic
facts about China, such as the size and ethnic backgrounds of its population. languages.
geographical regions. and historical periods. Through comparison to regional differences
in American culture and music. the session then discusses relationships between music and
its enviroments, and the use of such relationships to understand music.

The second unit is titled "who cares what Confucius said?" It focuses on the issues
of appreciating music through cultural ideology and musical values. The first lecture begins
by asking students to comment on selected samples of Western art and popular music.
Their diverse responses are then discussed as reflections of their ideology and values which
guide their musical activities and thinking. The session concludes with an introduction to
basic Confucian concepts about music, and Confucian Ritual Music. The second lecture
discusses qin music as a case study of Confucian and Daoist music. emphasizing that

3 The following description conflates whall laughl in Fall 1992 and what I plan to teach in Fall 1993.
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_cultural ideology and musical values can be realized explicitly or implicitly. and transmitted
through written and/or oral routes.

The third unit is labeled "are they this diversified?" The first lecture introduces
Tang culture and musical genres. and offers a sampling of Japanese Gagaku. folk. music in
contemporary Xinjiang, and reconstructed pipa tunes from the Dunhuang Music
Manuscripts. The emphasis is on the cultural, ethnical. and musical diversities in China,
and on the fact that Chinese music did not develop without foreign influences. The second
lecture surveys a selection of ethnic music and folksongs in China. This unit makes
frequent references to current American concepts of cultural diversity, and multiculturalism.

The fourth unit is marked by the question "why are they famous?", and analyzes
factors that establish the importance of particular musical pieces and musicians. After brief
references to Elvis Presley and Madonna. the first lecture examines the reception history
and contemporary appeal of Jiang Kui's music. The second lecture contrasts Jiang Kuits
case with that of Mei Lanfang. The lectures empahsize that music is usually assessed with a
variety of intentional and accidental criteria.

The fifth unit promotes "music, for the fun of it," and asks why people want to
make music. The first lecture introduces various social and personal functions of Chinese
music, and contrasts the perspectives of composers, performers, theorists. scholars. and
audiences. The second lecture compares the vocational and avocational perfonners of zheng
and sizhu music, and their impacts on those genres. Pipa. zheng. erhu, and other popular
Chinese musical instruments are briefly described. This unit makes frequent references to
American students' garage bands and other musical activities.

The sixth unit describes "rapping, the Chinese way," and examines the music of
Chinese narrative singing and its social messages. Through examples of Shandong
kuaishu, Cantonese Nanyin, and Northern China's Danxian. the first lecture introduces the
complex relationships between music and text, and the distinctive appeal of
speaking/singing. The second lecture underscores the relatively lower social/economic
contexts of these Chinese narrative genres, and their resistant messages. The ways these
genres parallel American Rap Music are also discussed.

The seventh unit is titled "putting on a good show," discussing the multi-media
nature of Chinese opera, and its roles in Chinese sacred and secular activities. The first
lecture examines Chinese operas as cultural performances which serve religious. political,
social, educational, and entertainment purposes. Emphasis is on the fact that musical
performances involve much more than the notes. The second lecture examines selected
snippets from "Fifteen Strings of Cash". a Kun opera which is available on commercial
video-tape. Through repeated viewing of those snippets. the lecture analyzes expressions in
the opera's text, music. bodily movements. costume, stage design, and symbolism. The
analysis also underscores the similarities and differences between theatrical and daily
expressions.

The eighth unit is titled "should I know Beethoven?" and poses the question of
whether one musical culture should learn from another. The first lecture begins by applying
the question to the students: whether they should learn the music of Beethoven themselves,
and why? Discussion then proceeds to the politics, processes and ramifications of learning
a foreign musical language. The second lecture describes three case examples of Chinese
responses to Western music--Cantonese instrumental music, Peking opera, and Chinese
Art Songs. The description focuses on the issue of why three contemporary genres respond
differently to Western influences.

The ninth unit develops from the previous one. Through works by Liu Tianhua ..
7i. ¥. Hua Yanjun ¥ I!t f;J. and He Luting 1U~ iT . the first lecture compares the stylistic
differences among what is commonly perceived as traditional Chinese music. Westernized
Chinese music. and Western music by Chinese composers. Through references to
symphonic music by American composers, and questions on the differences between
American and European musics. the unit stresses the purpose and significance of such
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classifications, and the ways in which they shape musical appreciation. The second lecture
discusses avant garde music by Chinese composers who are trained (and work?) in the
West. Emphasis is on the importance of understanding such music in the global
perspective.

The tenth unit, "karaoke in Beijing, Taipei, and Hong Kong," takes discussion to
issues of popular music inside and outside China. Emphasis is on the dominance of
American popular music, and on the relatively similar styles of most kinds of popular
music. Through contrasts among popular musics associated with Beijing, Taipei, and
Hong Kong, the first lecture highlights the commercial and political control of these musics
and their differences as musical expressions of Chinese people. The second lecture focuses
on karaoke as a mode of music making which is partially prepared by professional
musicians but realized by amateurs. It is an activity that underscores the fundamental
questions of why and how people make. use, and understand music.

The ten units are followed by a review lecture, summarizing crucial data, and
reviewing key points in the discussions. As presented in fall 1992. some of the units were
more successful than others. For example, the students enjoyed the lecture on Jiang Kui
more than that of Confucian Ritual Music. Such reaction reflects not only the structural
appeal of the music discussed, but also the relevance of the issues. To the average
American college student, the issue why a certain musician is famous is much more
relevant than the use of ritual music to project a cultural ideology. These differing
responses, however, remind me that I have to package Chinese music into a course on
liberal education that is interesting and relevant to UCSB students who tend to think in
tenns of popular music. Towards that goal, I submit this report to ACMR and look forward
10 the comments and hints from my colleagues in Chinese music.

Appendix 1
Listening Materials

Tape no. 1 Ritual music of Confucianism
Tape no. 2 Qin music of Chinese intellectuals
Tape no. 3 Music of Chinese minorities 1: Xinjiang
Tape no. 4 Music of Chinese minorities 2: Taiwan
Tape no. 5 Chinese folksongs. modernized samples
Tape no. 6 Chinese folksongs, relatively authentic samples
Tape no. 7 Jiang Kui's songs jl'!f
Tape no. 8 Hua Yanjun's masterpieces
Tape no. 9 Silk and bamboo music of Jiangnan
Tape no. 10 Peking drum snng )j( ftIl *~: Ziqi Listens to Qin MusicT ltJllIIi 'II!
Tape no. 11 Danxian ¥ fW. : The Courtesan's Jewel Box tt+~ !\!I i'ii: i3 'If :lli
Tape no. 12 Kun opera: Fifteen Strings of Cash+1L"
Tape no. 13 Peking opera: The King's Farewell at I ll~ III
Tape no. 14 Mei Lanfang's (iii Ill! ~) The Imperial Concubine is Drunk J!t lG Ii\! il!i
Tape no. 15 Cantonese opera: Searching the Academy It l!F IIJ1!
Tape no. 16 Chinese Buddhist music
Tape no. 17 Chinese Taoist music
Tape no. 18 Liu Tianhua's music
Tape no. 19 Cantonese istrumental music
Tape no. 20 Contemporary Chinese music 1: Mainland China
Tape no. 21 Contemporary Chinese music 2: Taiwan
Tape no. 22 Contemporary Chinese music 3: Hong Kong
Tape no. 23 Contemporary Chinese music 4: Overseas
Tape no. 24 Chinese popular songs
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Appendix 2
Vido Materials

VoJ.6 No.2/Summer 1993

The Art ofChinese Opera: Mei Lanfang. China Film/Solid Video. No Numbers.
"China." In JVC Video Anthology ofWorld Music, vol. 3 and 4. Victor VT33·34.
Chinese Instrumental Music. China Video 120.
"Confucian Ritual Music in Qufu." Field Recording by Joseph Lam.
"Daoist Ritual Music in Taipo. Hong Kong." Field Recording by Joseph Lam.
"Music in Inner Mongolia. China." Field Recording by Joseph Lam.
"Qin Music." Field Recording by Joseph Lam.
"Narrative Singing in Jinan." Field Recording by Joseph Lam.
Fifteen Strings ofCash. China Video Movies 2002.

Appendix 1
Basic Readings

Chou. Wenchung.
"East and West. Old and New" Asian Music 1.1 (1969): 19-22.

DeWoskin. Kenneth.
"Philosophers on Music in Early China." World ofMusic 27.1 (1985): 33-45.

Kaufmann. Walter.
"The Yiich Chi." In Musical References in the Chinese Classics. 32-48. Detroit; ICI,
1976.

Kraus. Richard Curt.
"The Power of Music. the Music of Power." Chap. 7 in Pianos and Politics in China:
Middle-Class Ambitions and the Struggle over Western Music. 191-213. New York.
Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1989.

Liang. David.
Music For the Billion: An Introduction to Chinese Musical Culture. New
York:Heinrichshofen Edition, 1985. (TEXTBOOK)

Mackerras. Colin.
"The Traditional Fonns of the Perfonning Arts Since 1976." Chap.3 in The Performing
Arts in Contemporary China, 74-106. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1981.

Pian, Rulan Chao et al.
"China." In The New Grove Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians. New York, London:
Macmillan, 1980.

SCOll, A.C.
"The Years of Rising Fame" and "Chinese Drama Goes to America." Chaps. 6 and 8 in
Mei Lanfang: The Life and Times of a Peking Acror, 58-85 and 98-113. Hong Kong:
1959.

Ward. Barbara E.
"Regional Operas and Their Audiences: Evidence from Hong Kong." In Popular
Culture In Late Imperial China, edited by David Johnson. Andrew J. Nathan, and
Evelyn S. Rawski. 161-187. Berkeley: University of California Press. 1985.

Watt, James.
"The Qin and the Chinese Literati." Orientation 12 (1981): 38-49.

Witzleben, Larry.
"Jiangnan Sizhu Music Clubs in Shanghai: Context. Concept and Identity."
Ethnomusicology 31.2 (1987): 240-260.

Appendix 4
Handouts
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Issues: Westernized Chinese music or Western Music by Chinese? Who decides? How and
why?

Notes about four pieces of "Chinese Music"

The Butterfly Lover Violin Concerto !:l11J! 'J' ~!II! Wi ll! I!ll
Composed by Chen Gang flI! III and He Zhanhao f<iJ .s • of the Shanghai

Conservatory. this concerto has been one of the most popular pieces of "Chinese Music"
since its composition in 1958. While the concerto includes many standard features of a late
19th century concerto of the West (orchestration. form. genre. harmony, texture etc.). it
also incorporates obvious Chinese elements. The program, namely the romance between
Liang Shanbo and Zhu Yingtai, is based on a beloved legend. The highpoints of the story-
love, resistance to the arranged marriage, the suicide and transfonnation into butterfies--are
clearly reflected in the structure of the music. Such programmatic expression in music is
considered typically Chinese. Furthermore. certain melodies and rhythm patterns are
developed from idiomatic materials ofYueju, the local opera of the Shanghai region.

The Yellow River Conceno!li iii] III !II! Wi ll! I!ll
Technically, this 1970 concerto by Yin Zhengzong.M** is a brazen and brilliant

stew of standard cliches of 19th century piano concertos of the West. However. as Kraus'
monograph demonstrates. Lhe piece has become a symbol of Chinese music during the
Cultural Revolution. The employment of themes from Lhe Yellow River Cantata of Xian
Xinghai (1905-1946), a symhol of China's struggle in the 1930s, and of the rise of the
Communist party in China, is an ingenious stroke. Not only do the themes make the
concerto politically correct. they also give the work an undeniable Chinese identity.

Cursive
This piece for flute and piano represents the mixing of East and West elements by a

composer who is ethnically Chinese, but whose musical training is in 20th century Western
art music. Composed in 1963 by Chou Wenchung, a former dean and professor of
composition in Columbia University, the piece incorporates standard techniques of Western
serious music in the 1960s. However, it is developed from the aesthetics of Chinese
calligraphy, in which "the brush strokes project not only fluid lines in interaction but also
density. texture and pose." Does aesthetic orientation make a composition Chinese? Who
would accept this as Chinese music?

Thaoksgiviog to Joe-kwao, the Kitcheo God iIll:±:<l
This piece juxtaposes Chinese and Western musical materials. Composed in 1979

by Doming Lam **~ i8. a leading Chinese composer in Hong Kong. the work depicts the
complexity and ambiguities of human society, and its belief in supernatural powers: the
flute represents the incense which communicates human affairs to the gods; the brass
ensemble shows the dignity of the Kitchen God; the oboe imitates the sound of the
traditional mouth-organ and projects an image of the celestial court; the tone clusters and
traditional percussion instruments depict the busy preparations for the Chinese New Year
holidays. which include the thanksgiving to the Kitchen God. The programatic nature.
musical structure and "East meets West" quality of the piece are clear from the semantic
ideas and the juxtaposition of sounds with distinctive Chinese and Western associations.
What kind of classification would help appreciation of this piece?

Appendjx 5
Final Examination

1. Identify and comment on the following
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five musical examples. (30 minutes)

Title Genre Comments
a. (The Butterfly LoverConceno)
b. (Confucian Ritual Music)

c. (Erquan yingyue =~~ ~ )
d. (The Courtesan's Jewel Box)
e. (Peking opera; the King's Farewell)

11 Explain the following five tenns. (30 minutes)

a. the Yueji ll! OG
b. Dragon pond !!~
c. Hua Yanjun
d. Yellow River Piano Concerto
e. Narrative singing

ill. Answer any two of the following three questions.
(Outlines are acceptable; 60 minutes each)

a. Wrile short program notes for a concert of Chinese
music featuring folksongs. Peking opera. and
instrumental music.

b. Discuss the relationships between Chinese music and
its avocational musicians; use specific case
examples.

c. Discuss any 2 or 3 cultural factors which contribute
to the diversity of Chinese music.

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Notes on the Kunqu Society Inc. of New York City

Wei-bua Zhang
University or Calirornla. Berkdley

m!t:1ilJ lI'J It dUll~

1'£ ~ ~ ~ Jti lI'J JUt. It dlI tt (J\!i Ib )OJ III iIlI~ '"+IF l-t . III +IF ~. It
~tt~~~~~*~&~.H~~~~tt.lI'J~W.~~~~lI'J

Itdlltt&J\J\lF~~~7ltdll.~.*.m~$~~~.~lFlt

dlI.*~lI'J~~~~~~.l'£m~&B~¥~.~Hltdllll'J~W.

Kunqu clubs fonned by amateur singers have a long tradition in China. These
singers. clearly separated from the theatrical professionals. contrihuted greatly to the
development of Kunqu: even the best~known Kunqu singer. Wei Liang-fu, was not a
professional perfonner. Their interest was in the music. the vocal arts. the lyrics. and the
literary aspects of the art but not in the perfonnance aspect. Their painstaking research has
contributed to the refinement of Kunqu art. In modem times. some of the best Kunqu
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singers and Oute players such as Yu Shu-Iu. Pu Xi-yuan. Xu Lin-yun. and Xu Bo-qiu
were all from this amateur tradition. The great master Yu Zhen-fei. who passed away
recently. only became a professionallale in life.
. The history of Kunqu clubs in North America can be traced to the 1960s when the

lale Prof. Li Fang·Kuei and the late Mrs. Li Hsu-Ying started the Kunqu club "Oahu" in
Hawaii. Without the framework of a formal club. Mrs. Frankel (Chang Ch'ung-ho) has
provided workshop-like Kunqu leaching and Kunqu gatherings in her Northern California
home from the early 1950s onward. and in her Connecticut home since 1961. The Kunqu
clubs in the United States have had many exchanges with both mainland China and
Taiwan. For instance. in 1986. during the celebration of the 300th anniversary of the birth
of the playwright Tang Xianzu. Mrs. Frankel and her eldest sister Mrs. Koo Yuan-ho were
invited to Shanghai and Beijing to participate in the celebrations and also to perform in
Tang's musical drama. "The Peony Pavilion"; in 1987. the mainland Kunqu master Yu
Zhen-fei visited the West coast of the United States; in 1988. another Kunqu "Xiao Sheng"
(young male role). Wang Shiyu. from the Zhejiang Provincial Kunqu Company. visited the
United States from coast to coast; and in 1992 a group of performers from the United
States was invited to perform in Taipei.

After Wang's visit. the Oakand Kunqu club. the Los Angeles club. the New York
club and the Washington DC. club. who had hosted Wang's performances. felt that a
nationwide organization would help greatly to promote the art of Kunqu and to coordinate
activities among local clubs. Consequently. the Kunqu Society. Inc. was founded in
December. 1988 and incorporated as a non-profit organization in New York City. with Dr.
Chen Fu-yen as president. Mrs. Anna Chen Wu as vice-president. and Mrs. Frankel as
artistic director. The objective of the Society is the preservation. study. and advancement
of the Kunqu theauical performing art...

In 1989. the Society was strengthened by the joining of a few professional Kunqu
singers from Shanghai who came to the United States to perform but decided to stay after
the Tienanmen incident. Recently. the orchestra of the Society was enlarged by drummers
and musicians from China. skilled in both civil and military scenes. With the help of
professional performers. ethnomusicologists. dramatists. scholars of Chinese literature.
sinologists. Chinese traditional instrumentalists. and Chinese performing arts amateurs. the
Society is able funher to expand its activities. Currently. the Society holds Kunqu
workshops twice a month at St. George's Episcopal Church in Flushing. N.Y.
Workshops cover singing. heightened speech. movement and dance. stage make-up. and
instrumental accompaniment. At least once a year a new program is produced in or near
New York City. If invited. performances can be given in other cities. Demonstration
lectures are given frequently in community centers and educational institutions. The
Society also owns a Kunqu score and video tape library and plans to publish a periodical
and a newsletter.

1993 has been a bountiful year of performances for the Society. Three whole·
evening concens have already been given. In April. the Society held a perfonnance in Pace
University in New York. The program included Qiujiang tkiI (Autumn River). Youyuan
tlUlIJ (A Stroll in the Garden) from The Peony Pavilion ttl'}•. Xiaoyan JJ'~ (A Banquet
for Two), and lid 'lifT (Eotrusting One's Son),

In late May the Society joined the Chinese Theatre Festival '93 organized by the
Tung Ching Chinese Center for the Ans. Inc. The Festival showcased Peking Opera.
Shao-xing Opera. Kunqu. and Cantonese Opera. The performances took place at the
Symphony Space in Manhattan. This was a tour de force for the Society. Four excerpts.
Shizi/ou lliTII (The Lion's Den), Shihouji llilJllG (Lady Willow, the Shrew), Shihua !€i
iii' (Finding a Scroll), and Zhaojun Chusai 1I!l'8 tI:!I!i (Lady Zhao's Trek to 'he Nonh)
were performed. The last one was a new production that involved intensive singing and
dancing. The program also included martial ans and comic scenes.
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In June the Society helped the Washington-D.C. chapter put on a perfonnance in
the Overseas Chinese Culture and Art Festival 1993 at Montgomery Community College in
Rockville, Maryland. The program included Kujian ;;:: I;. (A Reunion in a Prison),
Youyuan (A Stroll in the Garden), Jingmeng R¥ (The Interrupted Dream), and Huozhuo
rei!£ (The Death of Chang Wen-yuan).

In addition to whole-evening presentations, the Society presents excerpts as part of
a concert. For instance. on May II, invited by Royal Hatigan. Anna Chen and Xu Ju
guang perfonned the excerpt"A Stroll in the Garden" with Chang Ch'ung-ho playing the
flute at Wesleyan University. They performed to a very appreciative audience since this
was the third time that a staged performance of Kunqu had been given there. Moreover,
the president of the Society, Chen Fu-yen Chen. earned his Ph.D. in ethnomusicology
from Wesleyan University.

A performance presented by members of the workshop is scheduled in November.
If any school or cultural center is interested in booking a performance, workshop or
demonstration-lecture from the Kunqu Society. they should contact Chen Fu·yen at 27
Holly Lane, Cresskill, N.J. 07626; (201) 567-4773 to make arrangements.

••••••••••••••••••••••

Minjian Music Activities in Chaozhou: A Fieldwork Report

Frederick Lau
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo

11.+"" iU,IJ Itllt!! 1B tt:J ~ !Ill il' • rei III

fJt 1992 "" I T- 7U,IJ Itllt!! 1B II!. 7 I!.lllll m f!I J'J tt:J Ell If~~ I t'i' , KI ~
~~IIlltt:J~.reilllm~.6mRtt:J.a~~M&~~il' •. ~7
KI~m iJI til tt:J dlIl3 9f. fJt t!: it ~iJI til Ii f;. m III .Jj;~ ~ ilfil .

Introduction
Textbooks often categorize Chaozhou instrumental music into several sub-genres.

namely Chaozhou luogu ilJlltllllli (gong and drum ensembles of Chaozhou), xianshi ~
~ (string ensemble), xiyue &11 • (small string ensemble), Chaoyang dilao ilJllII m~

(suite for wind ensemble of Chaoyang), and miaotang yinyue /ii.i ~ if • (temple or
religious music). While almost all studies on these genres focus on issues related to modal
characteristics. structure and organization, litLle has been written on their current status in
the Chaozhou region.

This report is a summary of my findings and impressions on the present state of
these Chaozhou instrumental genres among minjian musicians in the summer of 1992. It is
based on a two-month fieldtrip to Chaozhou, funding for which was provided by the Cal
Poly University Services Faculty Development Grant. which I gratefully acknowledge.
The primary goal of my fieldwork was to examine the context. repertory and performance
practice of those instrumental genres that are still popular in the minjian music circle at
present. I use the teon minjian music here to refer to musical activities perfonned
exclusively by amateurs for their own entertainment as opposed to those of the
government-sponsored professional perfonning trou~s such as the Shantou Gewutuan nJJ
lIltt JilIIl (Song and Dance Troupe of Shantou) and the Chaoqutuan ilJl f1l III (The
Chaozhou Opera Troupe).
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While in Chaozhou. I centered my activities in and around Shantou.City. the capital
of Chaozhou. Shantou City is a nexus for all local government offices and the
transponation networks between Chaozhou and its neighboring regions. In addition to
working in Shantou City. I made several excursions to other major lowns such as
Chenghai (30 k:m northeast of Shantou). Chaoyang (a region south of Shantou and on the
other side of the harbor). Chaozhou City (the second-largest city. 80 km nonh of ShanlOu).
and Dapu (a town 180 Ian north of Shantou in the mountainous Kejia area). I am grateful
to Mercedes Dujunco who helped to make contact with musicians in Chenghai and
Chaoyang. For about two weeks Larry Witzleben was also in Chaozhou and his pleasant
company was much appreciated.

Musical Genres
Of the several major instrumental genres mentioned above. those most frequently

encountered throughout my trip. particularly in Shantou. Chenghai and Chaoyang. were
xianshi and miaotang music. As confinned by infonnants, these two genres are extremely
popular and can still be heard in many Chaozhou areas. The xianshi repertory comprises
the "Shidarao + 7\. ~" (Ten Major Suites) and many other famous qupai taken from
Chaozhou opera. Altogether there are more than ninety pieces in the repertory. Consisting
mostly of traditional pieces. the xianshi repertory is a rather stable body of pieces. and they
are considered the essential repertory for most music club musicians. Repertory from other
traditions was rarely played except on two occasions when I heard two famous Cantonese
pieces. Yuda bajiao mn e ~ and Hantianlei .¥ F. m. being performed in the xianshi
style. This proves that the Chaozhou music tradition is capable of absorbing other
repertory; however. unlike some regional traditions whose repertory consists of borrowed
pieces. compositions from other traditions are rarely accepted into the xianshi repertory.

When I approached the musicians about compositions borrowed from other
traditions. they reassured me thal it was only an accident that those pieces were introduced
into the repertory and that il is not a common practice within the tradition. Likewise. newly
composed pieces in the Chaozhou style are also excluded by musicians in the music clubs.
Although there are a number of Kejia music clubs in Shantou. playing music of the Kejia
people known by the Chaozhou musicians as waijiang yinyue (music from beyond the
river). their music is considered outside the gamut of the Chaowou instrumental genres.

Accompanying the thriving economy in Chaozhou is the revival of many local
popular religious rituals and festivals. Miaorang yinyue. or temple/religious music, has
become increasingly popular in recent years. especially in smalllOwns and rural areas. At
the center of these activities is usually a percussion ensemble. sometimes augmented by a
small string ensemble of yangqin. erxian and pipa -- instruments ofaxiyue ensemble. The
music perfonned consists mostly of repetitive rhythmic patterns extracted from longer
qupai . or excerpts taken from operas. Many xjanshj musicians perceive miaorang yinyue
as simple and musically unsophisticated. and they insist that it is not necessary to be a good
musicians to perfonn miaocang yinyue. As expressed by an experienced xianshi musician.
the primary reason why so many younger musicians have been attracted lO it in recent years
is quite simply financial motivation. For them. it is a lucrative business rather than an
aesthetic experience.

I was unable to locate performances of the other two instrumental styles. Chaozhou
luogu and Chaoyang dilao. during my stay. in spite of help from my informants and the
Shantou Cultural Office. Although most musicians claimed that these two genres are still
very much alive. they are rarely performed and are reserved only for special occasions such
New Year celebrations or special government-sponsored events. As the assistant cultural
bureau chief, Ms. Chen.. remarked. unlike xianshi. xiyue or miaorang music. which only
involve three to six players. a performance of Chaozhou luogu or Chaoyang ditao music
requires coordination among performers. and that usually means a large sum of money. As
a result. these musics are becoming less and less frequent among the minjian music
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actlvJt1es. Furthennore. the problem is compounded by the recent economic boom in
Chaozhou. Nowadays. it is difficult to find all the necessary players to fill the ensemble.
and many of them will only participate if they are paid for their services.

Perfoonance Context
Performances of xianshi are mostly held in the evening in public venues such as

music clubs. neighborhood recreational centers. the workers' cultural palace. parks. and
occasionally in private homes. The atmosphere is relaxed and informal. Similar to many
minjian music activities elsewhere. there are usually two groups of participants .- the
musicians and the audience. The musicians. who sit close to the center of the room. are
those who are likely to be asked to play. They take tums to perfonn and play two or three
pieces in each round. Throughout the evening. Chaozhou tea. sometimes known as
gongfucha I ~ ~. a very strong local black tea. and various snacks, are served.
Sometimes in private homes rice ponidge and other goodies are offered to the musicians
after the penormance.

In the areas I visited. both rural and urban. the local minjian music activities seemed
to be flourishing and well supported. In Chenghai. for example. I was told by an
informant that there are at least nine to ten music clubs within a 20 km radius. and that one
can easily find xianshi music being played every night. The most imponant and perhaps
prestigious club in Chenghai is the Chaoyue Yanjiushe iQ • iff ~ ~ (The Association of
Chaozhou Music Research). Most of its funding has been provided by overseas Chinese
from Hong Kong and Thailand. Unlike other clubs. which practice in a public place, this
club has its own private club house. and. apart from weekly practice sessions. also
sponsors instrumental classes. During my short stay in Chenghai. I visited four different
clubs and was invited to participate in the opening ceremony of a new music club in a
suburb of Chenghai.

PenoUDaoce Practice
The size ofaxianshi ensemble varies depending on the number of musicians

present at the time. Normally. the instrumentation includes the characteristic erxian. yehu,
zhonghu. panghu. sanxian. pipa. zhongruan and yangqin. The erxian is the leading
instrument and the erxian player selects the pieces and sets the mode. Rather than
announcing the piece he wishes to play. he usually only plays the opening phrase as a cue
to the participating musicians. The practice symbolically confirms the authority of the
erxian player, and also tests the competence and skills of the other musicians.

After the original form of the piece has been played once or twice, different
variations of the piece follow. It is done by altering the density, melodic shape, rhythm
and articulation of the music (for more details. please see Du junco's repon in the ACMR
Newsletter 6.1 :34-37). As the leader of the ensemble the erxian player determines when
the variation takes place. controls the tempo. and ultimately sets the overall mood and shape
of the performance. In general. erxian players are well respected for their musical skills
and only experienced players are asked to play it. Less qualified players are asked only to
play other articulating instruments such as the ruan f.it or panghu If. M (a bowed lute with a
big round sound-hox).

MusicianS
Musicians who participate in the music clubs are mostly older male retirees. Female

musicians are not often found in music clubs except when operatic singing is part of the
activity. Similarly. professional musicians in general do not participate in the minjian
activities. According to one informant, this is because of their differences in musical
practice. aesthetics. and social status. During my stay. I came across only two professional
musicians who despite their alleged differences were regular participants in the amateur
activities. Even though the professional musicians are considered better trained, their
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knowledge of the traditional repertory and style is regarded as inadequate and their musical
skills as inferior to those of the amateurs.

Conclusion
On the whole, in spite of the recent influx of various fonns of mass media

disseminated popular music originating from Hong Kong and Taiwan. and the existence of
several professional perfonning troupes such as the Shantou Gewutuan and the Shantou
Chaojuyuan. minjian music continues to nourish in many Chaozhou areas. I found that
most Chaozhou amateur musicians prided themselves on being the sole carriers of this
unique tradition are contended that traditional Chaozhou music has remained almost
constant over the last half century. The fact that their music is still being perfonned not
only locally but also in many overseas communities further reinforces their commitment to
continue and pass on this tradition. As in many overseas Chaozhou communities. drinking
Chaozhou tea. speaking Chaozhou dialect and perfonning Chaozhou minjian music become
essential acts of maintaining people's sense of regional belonging and ethnic identity.

Garland Encyclopedia of World Music: Inner/East Asia Volume

Bell Yung
Unh'ersity of Pittsburgh

Billed as the first musical encyclopedia presented from an ethnomusicological point of
view. the lO-volume Garland Encyclopedia of World Music will be published by the Garland
Publishing Company in the coming years M_ the first volume is expected to appear soon. It is
designed for both the student and the layperson with an interest in the world' musical idioms.
Arranged by world area rather than alphabetically. it focuses on the uniqueness and vitality of
specific musical traditions. Nine volumes will cover major world areas: Europe. Africa. the
Middle East. South Asia. Southeast Asia, Inner and East Asia. the Pacific. Latin America. and
North America, with teams of contributors writing expressly for this Encyclopedia. A tenth
volume written by the General Editors, James Porter and Timothy Rice. will contain global
perspectives and a cumulative index. in addition to individual volume indexes. By design,
each volume has three pans: first, the volume editors provide an overview of the area's music;
then contributors deal with musical issues that are peculiar to the area; and finally. the music of
peoples, nations, and groups within the area are described in detail.

The Inner and East Asia volume. estimated to have about 400.000 words. is being
edited by Yoshihiko Tokumaru and Bell Yung. Following the general design. the volume will
be in three pans. Section I (1,000 words) will give an introductory overview of the entire area.
Section II (30.000 words) will focus on selected topics. which may include. but will not be
limited to. the following; Historical Interaction. Philosophy and Aesthetics. Theory and
Notation, Court Music Traditions, Music and Buddhism. Section III will be devoted to
regional studies. and will be divided into three major segments. each with its own sub-editor or
editors. They are
A. China (180.000 words) Bell Yung and J. Lawrence Witzleben
B. Japan (100.000 words) Yoshihiko Tokumaru and Tuneko Tukitani
C. Korea (60.000 words) Robert Provine
Two other smaller segments will complete this section; their contributors are still to be
detennincd.
D. Mongolia (1,000 words)
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E. Siberia (1.000 words)
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Because of the peculiar nature of musical as well as scholarly traditions in this region,
section ill is given a much larger proportion of space compared to the other volumes. For each
of the three major regions of East Asia. the sub-editor(s) is given a great deal of autonomy in
the desjgn of the segment and in the selection of the conlributors. For both the China and the
Japan segments, the conuibutors have been asked to submit their manuscripts by September I,
1993; a number of them have already come in.

For the China segment. the initial invitations were sent to potential conuibutors in the
early summer of 1992. The list of contributors was fmalized in the Fall. Outlines of the entries
were submitted in early 1993 to which the sub-editors made suggestions for changes, based
upon the overall balance and cohesiveness of the entire segment.

The China segment is divided into Han and National Minorities. A detailed list of
entries and the conuibulOrs are as follows.

Han People C116,(X)Q words totaD

Part I. Musical Profile of the Area

Part II. Issues and Processes (23.500 tOlal)
A. Philosophy and Aesthetics
B. Archeology and History of [nsUllments
C. Theory and Notation
D. Scholarship and Historical Source Materials

Part III. Musical Genres (86.250 total)
A. Folk Song
B. InsUllmental Music

Solo Traditions
Qin
Pipa
Zheng
Erhu
Dizi and xiao
Yangqin
Sheng
Others

Ensemble Traditions
Percussion Music
Guchui and Chuida
Sizhu

Nanguan
Chaozholl Xianshi
Cantonese Music
Jiangnan Sizhu

Modem Chinese Otchesua
SUllcture and Performance Practice

C. Narrative Song
Overview and Nonhern Traditions
Suzhou Tanci
Cantonese Nanyin

D. Operas
Overview
Peking Opera
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BeU YunglLarry Witzleben

Kenneth Dewoskin
WuBen
Chen Yingshi
Joseph LamlQiao Jianzhong

Qiao Jianzhong

BeU Yung
John Myers
J. Lawrence Witzleben
Terrance Liu
Frederick Lau
TBA
TBA
J. Lawrence Witzlebern

Li Minxiong
Stephen JonesfLi Minxiong

Wang Ying-fen
Mercedes Dujunco
Huang Jinpei
J. Lawrence Witzlehen
Christopher Pak
Alan Thrasher

Rulan Chao Pian
Tsao Pen-yeh
Sall Van Chan

BeU Yung
Rulan Chao Pian
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Kunqu
Camonese Opera
Chaozhou and Hoklo Opera
Nuoxi

E. Religious Music
Overview
Taoist Music

Buddhist Music
Confucian Ceremonial Music

F. Syncretic Traditions
1. Introduction of Western music in modem times
2. Composition and performance in Western idioms
3. Mass Media Popular Song (Liuxing Gequ)

Part IV. Social and Regional Contexts (21.500 total)
A. Social Groups and Institutions
B. Uses and Functions
C. Regional Musical Systems and Intertextuality
D. Nationalism. We..l;ternization and Modernization

Non-Han Peoples nS'c)()(1 totaD

I. Overview
II. Tibet
III. Northwest
IV. South and Southwest
V. Taiwan
VI. North
VII. Northeast

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Li Mei-ling
Daniel Ferguson
TIlA
Sau Yan Chan

Tsao Pen-yeh
Tsao Pen-yeh ILi Ping-hui
WciLi
Joseph Lam

Han Kuo-huang
Zhou Jinmin
Tim Brace

Rulan Chao PianlLindy Li Mark
Kyle Heide
J. Lawrence Witzlchcn
[sahel Wong

Mao Jizeng
Mao Jizeng
Du Yaxiong
Shen Oi.
Hsu Tsang-huei
TIlA
Liu Guiteng
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"China" Entry in the Norton/Grove Handbook Series:
Some Reflections

Alan R. Thrasher
University of British Columbia

Two volumes have now appeared in the Norton/Groves Handbook series,
Ethnomusicology: An Introduction (1992) and Ethnomusicology: Historical and Regional
Studies (1993). Together with one or more volumes still in preparation. this series will
certainly be counted as one of the most useful (if not comprehensive) to be assembled since
Grove 6.

Passing over more talented people. the editors asked me to write the China entry for
the 1993 volume and advise on some listings for the 1992 volume. A few post-publication
reflections might be of interest to the ACMR membership.
1. 1 was asked to review ethnomusicological developments for China (as opposed to
writinga survey) and was given 2000 words to do it in. Working entirely without
functional guidelines on the enormous question of how one defines "thnomusicology" for
such a large, historic, socially·complex and multi-cultural civilization, I proceeded with a
holistic approach and included the ancient and contemporary writings, local and foreign
publications. state dogma and empirical research. The London editors were absolutely
taken by surprise at such a broad interpretation. It was their position that
"ethnomusicology" is an exclusively Western approach (primarily of scholars studying
!.l1b.cr traditions), contemporary rather than historic. and based upon the anthropologically
defined canon. With the help of colleagues, they were persuaded that. for the big Asian
civilizations in particular, a broader and more comprehensive definition would be
appropriate. (1bink of the difficulties in separating the past from the present; of omitting
the work of Yang Yinliu and Rulan Chao Pian because of their essentially diachronic
orientations; of separating insiders from outsiders.) The China section was given more
words (though still not enough) and greater flexibility. As a result, my approach is highly
selective, attempting merely to outline research trends and collection activity.
2. The initial deadline for completion was January 1987. This was followed by virtually
no movement for most of six years (owing to the defaulting of contributors, re-assessing of
goals and possible cash-flow problems). While this body-at-rest was tending to remain at
reset, the outpouring of scholarship on aspects of Chinese music grew and grew -
necessitating revisions and additions annually! The last revision allowed, ifI remember,
was in 1990.
3. Finally, I was asked to assist the editors in updating listings of Chinese music societies,
research institutes and museums with instrument collections. They had only a few names
(some dating from the Grove 6 entries) and wanted an update for the section on "reference
Aids" in the 1992 volume. In 1990 I supplied, in addition to the Zhongguo Yinyue Yanjiu Suo
(correctly Romanized!), names of major Chinese music societies, including six in China,
others in Taiwan and Hong Kong, the Association for Chinese Music Research and the
European Foundation for Chinese Music Research. For the museums, I listed ten, especially
the big ones in Beijing, Wuhan, Changsha, Kunming. and others in Taiwan, Japan and the
Western world. These updates did in fact reach the editors but I have no idea what happened to
them. The volume appeared with just a couple of hardly-representative society names (ACMR
was omitted) and Academia Sinica as the MIx museum listing. My letters of inquiry have not
been answered. This oversight (if that's what it was) is a serious set-back for the image of our
field before the international community.

**********************
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Booknote
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Zhongguo minzu yinyue daquan I:fJ 1iI ~ ~iJ_*~ [A Magnificent Display of Chinese
Music], edited by Qin Yongcheng and Wei Li. Shenyang Publishing House, 1989,
lOOOpp. Preface, table of contents, musical notation (cipher), tables, main reference
sources, [no index], RMB 20.

Chapter headings: A Brief History of Chinese Folk: Music; Han Chinese Folk: Songs; Quyi
ail ii ; Xiju iii 'J; China's Folk Instruments; Minority Folk Music; Religious music;
Taiwanese folk: music.

Qin Yongcheng, in the preface to A Magnificent Display of Chinese Music, notes
that "owing to the spate of reference books on Chinese music which have surfaced in recent
years, this book is limited and only provides a brief, yet quintessential summary of Chinese
music." Indeed, much of the material found in this book is readily available elsewhere.
Most of it could be extracted from a dozen or so Chinese music books.

The first section of the book, compiled by Fu Jingrui, deals with a diverse range of
subject matter, from some of China's earliest musical instruments, e.g. the xun !I (globular
flutes), bianzhong &; II (bells) and shiqing 'ii R' (stone chimes), temperament and the
twelve lu~, to a number of musical genres including guchuiyue it gx. (military music)
which emerged during the Han dynasty, yanyue~_ (banquet music) of the Tang and zidi
gequ =r Sf; IJt &B and sanqu It &B of the late Tang and Yuan dynasties respectively. Brief
biographical sketches of composers and practitioners of many of the music genres is an
important addition to this section of the book. As is to be expected, much of the text in this
section is interwoven with historical and sociological information as well as anecdotes.
One of the most famous anecdotes concerns the legendary musician Bo Ya 'fa ~, who
broke his instrument when his friend Zhong Ziqi • =r M died because no one was left to
appreciate his music. Despite the diverse range of materials, the coverage of subjects in
this section is indeed selective. There is no mention, for example, of the different
philosphical views of Chinese music (e.g. Confucius, Modi II :lib: and Laozi ~ =r) nor is
there any discussion on the classification of Chinese instruments according to "the eight
sources of sound" (bayin J\ if). There could also have been a mention of the intimate
relationship among poetry, painting, calligraphy and music in this section.

The remaining seven sections of the book are somewhat of a tour guide to Chinese
music. Section II all-too-briefly defines different genres of folk songs, with a sprinkling of
musical examples. These include "work songs" (laodong haozi), shan'ge, xiaodiao, and
an introduction to regional folk songs (e.g. those from Shaanxi, Hebei, Hubei etc).
Sections III and IV look at quyi and xi)u respectively. As Qin Yongcheng notes in the
preface, "according to a survey conducted in 1982, there are 341 different forms or styles
of quyi and 317 different forms or styles of xi)u." A brief discussion of ten major opera
genres is also presented, with musical examples. Section V, "China's Folk: Instruments",
compiled by Tang Yubin, adds very little to what has already been published on Chinese
"folk" instruments. The following sub-sections, however, are very useful indeed. Tang
provides comprehensive notes on thirty-six well-known Chinese instrumental pieces
followed by biographical sketches of some of China's most famous instrumentalists with a
cast of luminaries beginning with Shi Kuang, Master of Music to the Duke of Jin in the
sixth century B.C., and Confucius, who combined the roles of philosopher, educationalist,
qin player and music critic, ending with a number of more recent instrumentalists and
composers such as Feng Zicun, Liu Tianhua and Cheng Wujia.
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. In the following section Tian Qing provides a brief history of religiou.s music in
China, but why only Buddhism and Taoism are mentioned is something of a mystery.
Tian notes that China has never embraced a state religion (guojiao), yet Confucianism
(which- is not included in this section, because it is arguably not a religion, but a
philosophy) has come very close to being a state religion or ideology publicly supported by
many emperors, and indeed a number of others, in the past. In this respect, one cannot
help seeing Marxist-Leninist and Mao Zedong Thought in the People's Republic as an
official state religion or ideology. While Buddhism and Taoism take up much of the text,
Tian also briefly notes the eclectic foreign influences of other ideologies such as Judaism
and Islam which were introduced to China during the early Tang dynasty through contacts
along the Silk Road.

The final section by Wei Li, a Taiwanese composer and co-editor of the book,
discusses Taiwanese folk music, including that of the aboriginal people of Taiwan
(yuanzhumin ~ liS ~). These disparate minority groups which include the Bunan, Rukai
and Paiwan peoples are no doubt proud of their own identity and will object to being
lumped together under the rubric of Gaoshanzu" ill .1.i*, a term which has strong Han
chauvinistic overtones and stems from the fact that the People's Republic claims
jurisdiction over Taiwan.

Altogether, this is a comprehensive, albeit selective book on Chinese music. A
good deal of material can be dug out from this book that should be useful and infonnative
to specialists in the field and to other readers. The editors are to be commended for
compiling a book of this length, but the absence of an index and a detailed bibliography is
unforgivable.

Peter Micic
Music Department
Monash University

••••••••••••••••••••••

New Publications

Chinese Musical Instruments: An Introduction. By Yang Mu. Canberra: Coralie
Rockwell Foundation, Australian National University, 1993. 25cm x 17.5cm, viii, 85pp,
drawings, photos, bibliography, audio cassettes.

This book is designed mainly as a textbook for Western teniary students and as a
reference handbook for Western scholars. It systematically introduces all Chinese
instruments which are currently popular nationwide in China, as well as some regional
ones. The descriptions of each insLrument and explanations of the playing techniques are
given with drawings and photos. Essential background information such as classifications.
history and performance contexts is also provided. Orchestras and ensembles, and
instruments used in ancient times are introduced in the last two chapters. The book is
accompanied by two specially designed and reocrded audio cassettes with a total duration
of 120 minutes.

The book can now be purchased by sending a cheque, bank draft or credit card
details to the following address (no postage stamp required if posted in Australia):
Reply paid 440
Biblioteeh
Australian National University
GPO Box 4
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Canberra ACT 2601
Australia
F;U: 61-6-257-5088; Phone: 61-6-249-2479
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The prices are as follows
Set: book plus audio cassettes (ISBN 0 646 14572 X): AS32.50 plus postage. (USSI =
ASI.5O approximately)
Book only (ISBN 0 646 145738): AS19.50 plus postage.
Audio cassettes only (ISBN 0 646 145746/54): AS16.50 plus postage.

Postage
For one item only (i.e. book, cassettes. or set):
To Australia and New Zealand: AS4.00
To Asian countries: AS6.00
To all other countries: A$?oo

For each additional item please add
To Australia and New Zealand: A$l.oo
To Asian Countries: AS 1.50
To all other countries: A$2.oo

Friends of Kunju (Kunju zhi you. "J;2 :ttl. a newsletter devoted to reserving the
traditional performing art of Kunju (Kunqu) opera has been published at Suzhou
University since 1990. Each issue of the quarterly newsletter, sponsored by the Japanese
nFriends of Kunju Association," contains notes on recent publicatons of Kunju texts. brief
scholarly articles, sample musical texts, notes on performers and recent performances. and
occasional features on other regional performance genres such as Suzhou pingtan ~ iJ'ij
storytelling. The editor. Shi Haiqing '{j #i ,. (Ishii Nozomu), studies Kunju in the
Chinese department at the university. In order to help the financially troubled Suzhou
Kunju Troupe. Shi has arranged sponsorship of several Kunju performances for tourists.
For subscription information write: Shi Haijing. Foreign Expert Building, Suzhou
University. Suzhou. Jiangsu Province. China. 215006.

[Infonnation provided by Mart Bender and Yang Mu]

********.**.**.*••••••

&Qple and Places

The Music and Dance Research Division of the Dunhuang Research Institute
designed. and Beijing Folk Musical Instrument Factory built. thirty-four replicas of
Dunhuang musical instruments. The replicas include various kinds of drums, clappers.
wind instruments and bowed and plucked stringed instruments appearing on the Dunhuang
frescoes.

Daniel Ferguson joins the faculty of the Music Department of Columbia University
beginning September 1993.

Su de san Zheng joins the faculty of the Music Department of Wesleyan University
beginning September 1993.
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The Chinese Music Program at the University or British Columbia, directed by Dr.
Alan R. Thrasher, includes upper-level undergraduate survey courses, graduate seminars
(mostly on theoretical aspects) and a regular instrumental ensemble. The ensemble. which
draws teaching assistance from Vancouver's large Chinese community. perfonns music
from the Jiangnan, Guangdong. Hakka and Minnan repertories, occasionally including
guoyue compositions as well. At present, Huang Jinpei (visiting professor from the
Xinghai Conservatory of Music, Guangzhou) is in residence -- his third tenn in Vancouver
since 1986-7. Other supporting faculty are drawn from the UBC departments of Asian
Studies and Anthropology. Students recently completing MA degrees with a focus on
Chinese music include Zhou Li ( "Liangshan Yi Folk Song" 1992) and Eliza Ip
("Embellishment and Mood in Cantonese Guqu". 1993). Professor Huang Jinpei
welcomes contact with North American scholars and students doing work in Chinese
music. He is especially well infonned on developments in South China. (Home phone:
604-689-3763, unlil April 1994.)

An exhibition entitled "A Rare Flower: A Century of Cantonese Opera in Canada" at the
Museum of Anthropology, The University or British Columbia, opened on May 16,
1993, and will continue until November 7 of this year. Special perfonnances and talks will
be offered during this period. At the opening ceremonies, there were demonstrations of
makeup and costuming, and perfonnances given by Jin Wah Sing Musical Association.
For infonnation, call 822-5087.

••••••••••••••••••••••
Errata (Newsletter, Winter 1993)

In Mark Bender's anicle "Suzhou PinguJn Troupe's Yuan Xiaoliang", p.15, second full
paragraph. The two appearances of "Zhang" should beth read "Jiang (Yuequan)".

In Bell Yung's article on "Chin~ Music in the U.S. -- A Research Strategy".
On p.17. the troupe of instrumentalists visited the United States in 1938, not in 1939.
On p.l8, Yao An should not be designated a yangqin player, but a zheng player.

In Mercedes Dujunco's article "Variation in the Perfonnance Practice ofChaozhou Xian
Shi rue", the Chinese characters for xianxhi should be ttH. In the penultimate
paragraph on page 36. instead of" 7 is lower than an equal-tempered ti but higher than an
equal-tempered la, while 374 is higher than an equal-tempered fa ...", it should read "7
(with arrow pointing downward) is lower than an equal-tempered ti but higher than an
equal-tempered la, while 4 (with arrow pointing upward) is higher than an equal-tempered
fa ..." The same article should include the following references:
Thrasher, Alan

1985 "The Melodic Structure of Jiangnan Sizhu," Erhnomu.sicology 29.2: 237-61.
1988 "Hakka-Chaozhou Instrumental Repenoire: An Analytic Perspective on

Creativity." Asian Music 19.2: 1-30.
1989 "Structural Continuity in Chinese Sizhu: The Baban Model," Asian Music 20.2:

67-106.

••••••••••••••••••••••
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Bibliography on Guqin Music

Compiled by Bell Yung
Uninrslty or Pittsburgh
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The following is a list of publications on the instrument guqin and its music in
Western languages. including MA theses and PhD dissertations. Short notices and
journalistic articles are not included. Undoubtedly this list is far from complete,
particularly for publications in languages other than English. The compiler invites readers
to send him citations and. even belter, offprints or zerox copies of those omitted in this lisl

Addiss, Stephen. "Music for the Seven-String eh'in." In Stephen Addiss, Tall
Mountains and Flowing Waters: The Arts ofUragami Gyokudo, 29-48. Honolulu:
University of Hawaii Press, 1987.

Aguera-Arcas, Jose B. "A Study of Three Famous Compositions for the Chinese Long
Zither." Unpublished M.A. Thesis. Godard College, 1975.

Cha, Fu Hsi. "The Chinese Lute." Chinese Literature 3 (March 1960): 128-135.

Craig, Dale. "La Ka Ping--Cantonese Musician." Arts ofAsia (Hong Kong) 1.6: 23-29.
Nov-Dec 1971.

Dahmer, Manfred. Qin, die klassische chinesische GrijJbrettzither und lhre Musik in
Geschichte, Geschichten und Gedichten. Frankfurt: lnsel Verlag, 1985.

---c;cc' Die grosse Solosuite GUllnglingsan: das baiihmteste Werk der friihest norierten
chinesischen lnstrumentalmusik. Frankfurter China-Studien. Bd.3. Frankfurt am
Main and New York: Verlag Peter Lang, 1988.

Dai, Xiaolian. "In Memory of a Great Guqin Player: Master Zhang Ziqian." Translated
by Schimmelpenninck. CHIME 3 (Spring 1991): 76-87.

_-=;-;' "Robert van Gulik and the Guqin Scores of the Sinological Institute, Leiden.:
CHIME 5 (Spring 1992): 30-41.

DeWoskin, Kenneth J. A Song for One or Two: Music and the Concept ofArt in Early
China. Michigan Papers in Chinese Studies, no.42. Ann Arbor: Center for Chinese
Studies, University of Michigan, 1982. Chapters 7 and 8.

Gimm. Martin. "Historische Bemerkungen zur chinesischen Instrumentenbaukunst der
Tang"(On Lei family of gin makers). Oriens Extremus 17.1-2 (Dec. 1970): 9-38;
18.1 (July 1971): 123-133. English abstract in Fritz A. Kuttner and Fredric
Liebennan. eds. Perspectives on Asian Music: Essays in Honor ofDr. Laurence
E.R. Picken (New York: Society for Asian Music, 1975), 13-14.

Goonnaghtigh. Georges. "L'air du roi Wen & l'immortel des eaux - Aspects de la
musique des leures chinois." Cahiers de musiques traditionnelles 1 (Geneva)
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